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Introduction

ANTICIPATING DEMOGRAPHIC TRANSITION IN EUROPE

Today we are facing a new phenomenon that influences our economy and society. New distribution models 
of goods and services that focus mainly on “sharing”, and community-based initiatives are becoming more 
and more important. Such models de-emphasise ownership, while promoting temporary use of goods and 
this subsequent paradigm shift stimulates overall citizen engagement from local community to pan-European 
scales (Mori, 2014).

One example of such thinking is the concept of cooperatives, which have received much attention in recent 
years. Cooperatives are autonomous associations of persons who voluntarily cooperate for their mutual so-
cial, economic, and cultural benefit. They include non-profit community organisations and businesses that are 
owned and managed by the people who use its services (a consumer cooperative) or by the people who work 
there (a worker cooperative) or by the people who live there (a housing cooperative). They bring together 
civil society and local actors to deliver community needs. Cooperatives are typically based on the cooperative 
values of “self-help, self-responsibility, democracy and equality, equity and solidarity” and the following prin-
ciples (International Co-operative Alliance, 2015): • Voluntary and open membership • Democratic member control• Economic participation by members• Autonomy and independence• Education, training and information• Cooperation among cooperatives • Concern for community

Cooperatives are dedicated to the values of openness, social responsibility and caring for others. They are 
distinguished from other forms of incorporation in that profit-making  is balanced by the interests of the com-
munity. Cooperatives are active in all economic sectors, e.g. in food, health, housing, and utilities.

The cooperative movement has a unique opportunity to play a leading role in addressing the effects of demo-
graphic change and elderly care, an issue that is of mounting concern to a huge number of Europeans. Over the 
next 40 years the proportion of the population over the age of 65 in the European Union will almost double, 
rising from 17% in 2005 to 30% in 2050 (European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working, 
2009). Due to this inevitable demographic development, dignified ageing and caregiving is becoming an ever 
more relevant topic in the long-term future with regard to its social and economic implications as European 
healthcare systems are facing challenges of sustainability and increasing resource scarcity (McLean, Protti, & 
Sheikh, 2011) (OECD, 2011).

A GUIDEBOOK TO SUPPORT THE CREATION OF INNOVATIVE  

ELDERLY CARE COOPERATIVES

This guidebook is part of an iCareCoops toolkit aiming to support the creation and development of care coop-
eratives in Europe. It goes together with a set of practical and evolving guidelines and resources, from different 
sources, among which samples of best practices identified across Europe.

Through the present guidebook, we want to make it as easy as possible for you to start your own cooperative 
in the field of elderly care. It is especially addressed to individuals and local organisations seeking to develop 
innovative, viable and community-based care services on their territory.4
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You should, however, be aware that the steps and complementary elements presented here are deliberately 
presented in broad outline, so as to be adaptable to the wide diversity of national contexts and legislations. As 
a founder of a cooperative, you should eventually get in touch with national support structures to be provided 
with recommendations and technical tools tailored to their needs and project.

Three main elements structure this guidebook. Firstly, you will find a presentation of cooperatives, and poten-
tial opportunities of the cooperative model applied to the elderly care sector. Secondly, the foundation process 
of an elderly care cooperative is presented in 6 steps, to help you familiarise with essential concepts and rel-
evant practical resources. Lastly, you will find a set of proposed supporting organisations and complementary 
material to be fully ready to launch and manage your cooperative organisation.

We hope you will enjoy this 
guidebook! 5Care cooperatives support indi-

viduals, families or communities in pro-
moting, maintaining or restoring health and 
minimizing the effects of illness and disability in 
the elderly. They provide different kinds of knowl-
edge and services that help older people live as 
independently in their communities as possible. 
The provided care is reliable and of high quality.”

(Becker, Biehl, Meidert, Kofler & Goba, 2015)

We hope you will enjoy this guidebook!
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Why cooperating?
COMPARING BUSINESS MODELS

Elderly care providers regroup different kinds of organisations: public services, non-profit organisations, busi-
nesses, etc. They often operate side by side on the same territory, complementing or competing with each 
other, sometimes not even interacting. Each model has its strengths and limits. An elderly care enterprise may 
be more independent than a non-profit organisation as they rely less on subsidies and donations; this allows its 
owners to set up and organise the services provided according to their own concerns and values. On the other 
hand, a non-profit organisation may participate to create solidarity among the community, and develop its ser-
vices (even non-profitable ones) according to the needs of its beneficiaries. Various models aim at conciliating 
economic viability and social benefits – one of those is the cooperative enterprise.

As we will see later, many different kinds of cooperatives exist. However, they all share common principles and 
characteristics, making them a model worth considering to improve the elderly care services on one territory. 
The International Cooperative Alliance describes cooperatives as “an autonomous association of persons unit-
ed voluntarily to meet their common economic, social and cultural needs and aspirations, through a jointly 
owned and democratically controlled enterprise” (International Co-operative Alliance, 2015). It can be sum-
marised in the following way:

Cooperative = People gather to meet common needs through a democratic business

The basis of a cooperative is one group of people, gathered around a common project or idea. This group col-
lectively owns and takes part in the management and decision-making processes, but also shares the risks and 
responsibilities. In accordance with the principle “one member = one vote”, each member has an equal stake 
and opportunity to contribute to the cooperative management.

Gathering people around a common project may also make the cooperative more inclusive than other busi-
nesses, for instance by allowing people who have limited access to resources to be admitted as members 
and be fully involved in the organisation to share their experience, knowledge and creativity. As businesses, 
cooperatives make profits: those are, at least partly, reinvested in the organisation itself.  Once again, the way 
investments will be made, and the goals to be pursued are decided collectively by the members.
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TRADITIONAL 

BUSINESS MODEL
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NON-PROFIT 

ORGANISATION

COOPERATIVE 

MODEL

Owned by investors

Shareholders control the 
business according to their 
investment share

The board is usually com-
posed of a combination of 
independent directors, man-
agement and other directors 
who hold either financial or 
business ties to the organi-
sation

Dividents earned through 
shares are returned to share-
holders and are considered 
as income

The objective is to maximise 
profit, i.e. shareholder re-
turns

Generally not owned by a 
person or members

May be controlled by mem-
bers who elect a board or the 
board may elect its own suc-
cessors

Members of the board are 
usually npt beneficiaries of 
the services provided, but 
are usually chosen for phil-
anthropic or political reasons

Profits are entirely reinvest-
ed for the benefit of the 
public and the organisation’s 
own operations

Work to serve the public in-
terest

Owned by its members

Democratically controlled 
according to the principle 
‘one member - one vote’

The board is usually com-
posed of members elected 
by members

Profits are reinvested in the 
business and/or returned to 
members

Work to satisfy needs, max-
imise customer service and 
member satisfaction

(Aliberti, et al., 2014)

Finally, the primary objective of the cooperative should not be to generate profit for its members, but to meet 
its members’ needs – and, very often, the needs of the community as a whole. Depending on the founding 
group, these needs can be diverse: broaden employment opportunities for caregivers, provide new or cheap-
er elderly care services, or allow care receivers to be actively involved in the management of their services, 
for instance. Since cooperatives are owned by their members who are themselves part of a community (care 
receivers, relatives, workers, etc.) and address the needs of this community, cooperatives contribute to the 
general interest of the community.
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ELDERLY CARE AND COOPERATIVES

As other businesses, cooperatives may cater to all intents and purposes. They do distance themselves from 
mainstream enterprises though: cooperatives are jointly owned and democratically operated by a group of 
people who work towards shared economic goals. Thinking and providing elderly care services through the 
cooperative model can offer valuable opportunities regarding generational transition issues, both in terms of 
economic viability and concern for elderly wellbeing.

In the context of generational transition, elderly care is a challenge for many European communities. Public 
services rarely cover the broad range of services required to ensure a decent life for older people. Moreover, 
elderly care services – especially home care ones – may be too expensive for many families: older people’s 
relatives have thus to assume the role of informal caregivers. A cooperative model may help a community to 
meet some of its needs and concerns in a long term and viable way, e.g. by reducing care expenses (collective 
purchasing of goods and services), or by allowing families to create and manage themselves the services they 
need (training to informal caregivers, home nursing).

A cooperative organisation may also offer opportunities for professional caregivers to improve their working 
conditions. A large part of home care services is provided by independent professionals (e.g. nurses), who have 
to comply with constraining working schedules (e.g. night shifts, difficulty to arrange leaves) and poor social 
benefits (such as weak or expensive retirement plans, no unemployment benefits). Care worker cooperatives 
aim at granting professional caregivers improved working conditions, better coordination of services and ex-
panded work opportunities.

Last but not least, care receivers are growingly yearning for opportunities to be active in their environment 
and community: the “Active and Assisted Living” programme is an illustration of this concern. Involving older 
people not only as care receivers, but also as members of their elderly care cooperative, is a way to meet these 
aspirations.

The cooperative model is thus worth considering for all aspects of elderly care. Experience has demonstrated 
that care providers, receivers and the community at large can definitely improve their own conditions in creat-
ing a cooperative, allowing the creation of viable and democratically-owned and managed solidarity systems. 

Communities for Improved Elderly Care
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6 STEPS 

For setting up an elderly care cooperative
This guidebook is designed to motivate you, as an individual or a local organisation active in the elderly care 
sector – or willing to, to set up a cooperative. When planned well, the cooperative can make a huge difference 
on a territory for older people but also for the community as a whole: it may even help non-profit organisations 
of older people to develop a stable financial basis, and provide members a way to take part in the management 
and development of care services.

But before going ahead, it is worth taking a step back. Setting up a cooperative is an exciting, but also time and 
energy consuming adventure: you may want to be sure it is the right tool for you, and that you have gathered 
all the necessary information and resources before actually creating anything. The steps, questions and tips 
provided below may lead you to identify the perfect business idea for your project.

1 IDENTIFYING NEEDS: WHAT ARE YOUR AIMS? 

WHAT DOES YOUR SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT NEED?

Cooperatives are embedded in their social and economic environment: their creation often stems out from 
a need or an opportunity. The first step is to determine if the service that will be provided by your coopera-
tive will meet people’s needs and if they will use it. Before starting a business and whatever size or type of 
cooperative you are planning, doing some sort of research is highly recommended. Several approaches and 
tools exist to carry out a needs assessment research: some may be comprehensive but also time-consuming, 
e.g. conducting a large-scale survey of potential users; others may allow to quickly gather information – e.g. 
interviewing a few partners, conducting secondary research – but without guaranteeing a perfect relevance or 
reliability. A careful balance between your aims, available funding and resources may help you choosing the 
most relevant method. 

Keep in mind that many elderly care  
services are most likely already provided 
by the community: they can be formally or 
informally organised, supported by public 
services or self-organised, undertaken by 
health professional or volunteer care pro-
viders among others. Mapping elderly care 
services requires you to undertake a re-
view of the stakeholders who are already 
operating in the area: meeting them and 
presenting your idea will allow you to test 
the relevance of your project, benefit from 
external knowledge and experience, and 
will give you the possibility to adapt your idea accordingly. This step is also an opportunity to identify potential 
future partners of your cooperative.

A need? The community (older people, 
their relatives or elderly care providers) 

lack certain services.

An opportunity? A change in the com-

munity creates new cooperative possibilities (a 
group of people is getting organised around a 
claim, a company goes bankrupt, …).

(The Ontario Co-operative Association, 2015)
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WHAT KIND OF COOPERATIVE SUITS YOU?

Once you have identified the needs and you have made sure that your project will help meeting them, the fol-
lowing question arises: is the cooperative model relevant? What kind of organisation are you aiming to create?

There is no one-size-fits-all cooperative model, even in the elderly care sector. To be relevant, a cooperative 
organisational structure is adapted to its local context, existing service offer, available initial resources and final 
aim of the project. This flexibility is one major asset: cooperatives are open to innovation!

The type of cooperative relevant for a specific project will depend on national rules and local contexts. National 
contact points may be able to provide you with extensive and customised guidance. Yet, the typology below 
can offer some first insights of the possibilities you may consider.

Membership

The primary goal of a cooperative is to meet the needs of its members: whose needs are you willing to target? 
At least three models may be relevant in the elderly care sector:

Key things to think about
Before carrying out a needs assessment you must consider various questions.• What do you want to find out?• Who is the information for? Just for your own planning, or will it also be used for a funding appli-

cation? If so, then will the needs assessment answer the types of questions your funder might ask?• How can you express your questions in plain language that people will understand and respond to?• What specific questions will you ask, and will the answers really tell you what you want to know?• How will you gather the information?• Who is going to do the research? How much can you do yourselves and with which parts do you 
need help?• Where are you going to do the survey, or find information?• How much is it all going to cost? Draw up a budget.• How much time have you got and when does it need to done by? Draw up a timetable.

(Sustain, 2015)

Key Questions
Before deciding whether or not a cooperative is right for your business, you will need to consider your 
answers to two simple but important questions.
• Do you want members to own and control the business? A cooperative is a member-owned 

business. The members may be employees, customers, suppliers or local residents, but this shared 
ownership is central to a cooperative’s existence. If you want to limit ownership to just a few people, 
even as the cooperative grows, then a cooperative may not be for you.

• Have you got a viable business idea? A cooperative must be a viable business. As for any 
business, most cooperatives will aim to bring in enough income not just to cover costs but to make 
a profit, with members deciding on whether that surplus is reinvested in the business, distributed 
among members or given to the community. You need to be sure that your cooperative will generate 
an income from the goods or services provided.

(Co-operatives UK, 2015)
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Worker cooperative: owned and controlled by its employees, who hold the majority of the shares (CECOP, 
2016). The cooperative exists for the benefit of its workers. For example, a home-care service provider owned 
by the nurses who work there.

Consumer cooperative: owned and controlled by its customers (consumers) (Euro Coop, 2016). Only custom-
ers of the cooperative can become members and make decisions, and the cooperative exists for their benefit. 
The consumer cooperative may employ paid staff to do the work of running the business. Cooperative super-
markets are a prime example of this. Some smaller consumer cooperatives require each member to do a share 
of the work in return for access to the consumer goods that the cooperative is providing.

Multi-stakeholder cooperative: members can be staff, users, neighbours, suppliers – anyone who is involved 
in what the cooperative does and how it does it. For example, a care home (members are residents, staff, rela-
tives – maybe even social service officers). Be aware that the multi-stakeholder form is not always covered or 
allowed by the national regulations: these may be incompatible with some governance schemes, especially the 
ones envisaging a unique membership system for individuals and organisations. National contact points may 
be able to advice you according to your local legislation.

Economic Sector

The economic sector(s) covered by your organisation should also be one of your main concerns at this stage: it 
will be the basis of your short-term and long-term business plan. Some examples are presented below.

Elderly care cooperative: a generational approach is adopted. The cooperative will provide services exclusively 
to older people, and/or their caregivers. Be aware that elderly care encompasses a wide range of economic 
sectors (potentially every aspect of an older person’s life!). This model may be relevant for cooperatives gath-
ering organisations of older people, informal caregivers, and professional caregivers from different sectors. 
However, it requires to set up a structure that is able to manage and coordinate very different kinds of activi-
ties, which may be challenging. At first, you may want to focus on a couple of them – and progressively extend 
your action.

Healthcare cooperative: its activities are developed on a sectorial basis, i.e. healthcare or social services. Its 
services are provided to any patient or dependent person, including older people. It can be particularly rele-
vant when the cooperative is operated by professionals from one sector, e.g. nurses. Compared to the previous 
one, this approach may be more efficient in fostering specialization and economies of scale. On the other hand, 
it may lead to adopt a narrower approach towards the beneficiaries – older people may be primarily consid-
ered as dependent persons or patients.

Housing cooperative: housing services may be diverse and potentially include, among others and depending 
on the members, specific services for older people. In this case, elderly care may be an accessory activity of 
the business model and services. 

Although one model is not better than another, this toolkit focuses especially on elderly care multistakeholder 
cooperatives. Involving elderly care providers (whether formal or informal) and receivers in one same econom-
ic structure – possibly together with partner stakeholders (public bodies, businesses, non-profit organisations) 
– may potentially lead to the creation of innovative ways to address elderly care issues in terms of active assist-
ed living and solidarity between generations. Most of the tools and steps presented here are however common 
to the creation of any elderly care cooperative, and should be easily transposable to other cooperative models.
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Key Questions

When trying to decide between these different options, ask yourself the following key questions:
• What is the aim of the project? This can include, among others: improving living conditions of 

elderly peoples through additional/cheaper services, supporting elderly people’s relatives as infor-
mal caregivers, improving professional care-givers’ working conditions, or coordinate elderly care 
services on a territory.

• Who is involved in the project? For instance: elderly people’s families, professional or informal 
caregivers, stakeholder organisations, etc.

• Who benefits from the project? For example: elderly people themselves, formal or informal 
caregivers, etc.

• Who should be involved in each level of decision making? Depending on the type of coop-
erative and its members: families, individual care-givers, stakeholder organisations, local municipal-
ities, etc.

(Footprint Workers’ Co-operative Ltd & Seeds for Change Lancaster Co-operative Ltd, 2012)

2 GETTING YOUR COOPERATIVE TOGETHER

People are the basic component of a cooperative – working collectively is a strength, but can also be a chal-
lenge! Finding and gathering motivated people is a major step of your cooperative project. Depending on the 
size and the form of the cooperative that you are building, but also on the resources available, your organisa-
tion may rely exclusively on volunteers, involve workers, or hire staff. In any case, launching your cooperative 
will need a motivated and trustworthy team to make this project a success.

Typically, a multistakeholder elderly care 
cooperative may involve:• Organisers, i.e. people involved in set-

ting up the cooperative and the ongo-
ing planning, such as a steering group 
or management committee• Workers/volunteers, i.e. formal and/
or informal caregivers (nurses, rela-
tives…), and• Beneficiaries, i.e. care receivers.

Involving external stakeholders (public ad-
ministration, care provider organisations, local NGOs…) may also provide an additional asset to your organisa-
tion, in terms of public support and external funding, but also experience and know-how. Obviously, this model 
is to be adapted according to the group’s size and capacities. 

Getting in touch with people who have similar interests and ideas, mobilising them and forming a proper group 
may be challenging. The local community and local active organisations, including the cooperative movement, 
may be helpful in this regard. Even though your cooperative organisation is still far from being established at 
this stage, do not hesitate to get in touch with your national contact point, who may provide you with relevant 
tools and advice, and might know people, cooperatives and organisations that can help you in your project. 

HINTS & TIPS
Spread the word. Read the papers. Check out 
economic development offices near you. Talk 
to other people with similar needs. Think about 
your community. Where is it? Who is it? Local 
ethnic, religious, cultural, or educational groups, 
trade unions and organisations may be a source 
of support, inspiration and members. It could be 
that your community has a need that could be 
served by forming a cooperative.

(The Ontario Co-operative Association, 2015)



3 PLANNING THE BUSINESS

Now that you have identified the needs to address and gathered an active and reliable group of people to take 
part in the project, you need to ask yourself how can this business idea be turned into a viable business.

This step aims at helping you to:• Carry out a market survey;• Establish a business plan;• Establish a financial plan.

Obviously, the process cannot be completed in one afternoon: you will need to make some research, gather 
the future cooperative members and organise workshops, meet external partners and mobilize resources… 
This is also designed to encourage you to communicate, share the idea with your environment and adapt it to 
external constraints, to increase your chances of success.

MARKET SURVEY

The outline of your elderly care cooperative idea is becoming clearer and clearer. At this stage, it is essential to 
get an in-depth understanding of the beneficiaries’ (i.e. older people) feelings and preferences. This will con-
stitute the basis on which you will be able to determine which services will be provided by your cooperative, 
and how they will be marketed in the area.

Although it may certainly be fed by your initial needs assessment study (cf. step 1), a market survey should go 
further. It is aimed at concretely confronting the services that you plan to deliver with the economic and social 
realities. Even though a need exists and it is identified, the tools to address them have to be in line with the us-
ers’ capacities, perceptions and habits to ac- tually penetrate the market. The survey will help 
you identifying and anticipating potential 
opportunities or obstacles, and adapting 
your project accordingly.

If you set up a multistakeholder coopera-
tive, the diversity of your future members 
may be a real asset in this step. Do not 
hesitate to confront the different point of 
views, to get a viable consensus between 
user needs and aspirations on the one 
hand, and professional and economic con-
straints on the other.

HINTS & TIPS
Compare your idea with existing businesses 
around you. Dialogue with the community, in 
which the organisation is rooted, is essential. An 
idea could be to conduct a survey among poten-
tial beneficiaries or clients, such as elderly people 
and their relatives, other elderly care organisa-
tions, etc.

(Aliberti, et al., 2014)14

Key Questions• How will you identify synergies and motivated team members?• How will you pass the message that your community needs to set up an elderly care cooperative to 
enhance living conditions?• How do you plan to keep your members involved? • How your cooperative will work finally?

(Aliberti, et al., 2014) (The Ontario Co-operative Association, 2015)
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ESTABLISHING THE BUSINESS PLAN

Now that you have gathered main information about your cooperative business, you are ready to draft a busi-
ness plan.

The business plan formalises your cooperative goals, and the way these goals will be achieved and financed. 
Establishing it is fundamental, although it can seem long and tedious: it will allow you to clarify and organise 
your project implementation process – for yourself but also all the stakeholders, whether as future members 
or partners (especially potential investors).

Ideally, all the future cooperative mem-
bers should be involved in this vital stage, 
so as to develop a shared understanding of 
the organisation’s aims and running pro-
cesses. This is particularly important when 
your cooperative includes various types of 
members, as it is the case in a multistake-
holder organisation. Different groups may 
have different needs, approaches, back-
grounds and expectations, which may be 
complementary or contradictory: creating 
the business plan will be the opportunity 
to confront these ideas and find consensus, 
which is essential to ensure the future of the organisation. “Pin down any disagreements and find solutions to 
them. Write down any agreed decisions for the benefit of your own clarity” (Footprint Workers’ Co-operative 
Ltd & Seeds for Change Lancaster Co-operative Ltd, 2012). The process will also test the group’s reliability and 
solidarity. Withdrawals and deceptions are common during this phase; however, those can be more easily ad-
dressed before the cooperative settlement, than when the business is already launched.

Lastly, keep in mind that the business plan is a tool which is not specific to cooperatives, but common to all 
start-up companies. Although a cooperative does have its specificities, do not hesitate to broaden your sources 
of support and knowledge. Mainstream businesses do adopt useful and efficient tools to minimize their risks. 
transposing them to your cooperative environment can help you increase your economic stability. Therefore, 
you may consider seeking support from organisations which, even if they aren’t themselves cooperatives, 
could help with practical aspects (e.g. book-keeping).

At the end of this toolkit you can find a list of national organisations which may help you to develop your busi-
ness plan. 15

Key questions
The (non-exhaustive) list below offers a list of topics that should be covered across the market study.
• Relevance: How do the elderly people and caregivers perceive the services and products you plan 

to deliver? Can these be used by the beneficiaries without any prerequisite? 
• Marketing: How will they be actually delivered across the territory? Would they actually facilitate 

the work of caregivers, or on the contrary make the processes more complex and time consuming? 
• Pricing: How much are the people ready to pay for these services and products? Who will be able 

to actually afford them?
• Partnership/Competition: How will you identify and inform other elderly care organisations? Do 

they offer the same or related products and services in your community or market? Will you be able 
to work and compliment each other’s services? Is there enough business for both?

HINTS & TIPS
Make your business plan comprehensive and re-
spectable looking and use clear language and 
structure. There are plenty of examples and 
guides for writing business plans on the web and 
libraries. It is also very useful to look at the busi-
ness plan of a similar established [elderly care] 
cooperative.

(Footprint Workers’ Co-operative Ltd & Seeds for Change  
Lancaster Co-operative Ltd, 2012)
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BUSINESS PLAN MAIN ITEMS

A business plan should include:SUMMARY
A quick overview of the whole document

LONG-TERM PLAN
A general idea of what the cooperative 

plans to achieve

COOPERATIVE MEMBERS
Their relevant skills and experience, con-
tacts etc., anything which shows that you 
have the necessary qualifications to make 

the cooperative work

MARKET
Size, condition, customer profile, competi-
tion, method of sales, promotion and ad-
vertising plans, pricing structure with com-

parison to the rest of the sector

OWNERSHIP & MANAGEMENT
Details about your cooperative structure, 
how it will be managed, how decisions will 
be made and by whom, a breakdown of all 

job areas and descriptions for all roles.

FINANCIAL INFORMATION
Your start-up costs, running costs, proposed wages, anticipated incomes, etc. Use this to 
produce a monthly cash flow forecast for at least the first year of trading (some lenders 
will want to see 2 or 3 years) and a profit and loss forecast with a statement about all the 
assumptions it is based on. Include contingencies in every area to cover unexpected costs. 
While you need to show confidence in your business, unrealistic projections are likely to do 

more harm than good. It is safer to be a bit pessimistic than wildly optimistic.

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
What does your business 

want to achieve?

EXIT STRATEGY
How you will deal with things going wrong?

PRODUCT OR SERVICE 
A brief description of your  

proposed offerings

OPERATIONS
Your premises (where, cost, services), per-
sonnel required, suppliers and their terms, 

equipment, legal aspects such as  
insurance, licenses, planning permission

START-UP FINANCE
Sources such as grants, loans, investment, 

donations, etc.

The plan might also include an explanation of your cooperative structure and how your team and members have an 
interest in seeing the business succeed. Many conventional financial institutions may still have little experience of 
cooperatives, so an explanation may be particularly useful if you are using your plan to borrow money.

(Footprint Workers’ Co-operative Ltd & Seeds for Change Lancaster Co-operative Ltd, 2012)



DELVING INTO FINANCIAL MATTERS

The financial plan is a fundamental part of the business plan. It is aimed at providing an overview of the coop-
erative income and expenditure, its yearly profit and loss account, and its cash-flow forecast.

Launching a (cooperative) business requires initial investment: the amount of capital required for the start-up 
phase depends on national regulations, but also on the organisations’ needs in relation to the type of activities 
covered (purchasing material, paying wages during the first months, communication expenses…). 

Several financing sources may be considered. A first level should be the members’ contributions, in the form 
of cooperative shares: the price of the shares should thus be a fair balance between members’ financial ca-
pacities and business investment requirements. Further information about external funding mechanisms are 
presented in step 4.

4 MOBILISE PARTNER AND SUPPORT ORGANISATIONS

WHAT KIND OF SUPPORT MAY I GET?

The main basis of your cooperative project is now settled: a motivated team has been assembled, a viable busi-
ness model generated and main steps for realising the idea identified. Before actually launching the business, 
you may consider external support mechanisms. Cooperative support organisations are available to provide 
you with relevant information regarding practical aspects of your daily cooperative life, such as:• Legal support• Business plan consolidation and implementation• Definition of a marketing strategy• Available funding mechanisms• Training (cooperative management, human resources development, etc.)18

Key questions
Initial investments, external funding options and expected turnover are essential elements of a budget 
planning.• What do you need to start in terms of capital, people, money, resources and time?• Are members willing to contribute? If so, how much?• Will you need to borrow money? If so, how much and where will you borrow it from?• How much money can you make from the cooperative? • How high do you expect your turnover to be?• How much profit can you generate?• What do you want to do with this profit?

(Aliberti, et al., 2014)
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RAISING THE MONEY

Generally, cooperatives in the start-up phase own nothing: you may therefore be confronted to a lack of cap-
ital, preventing you to make the initial necessary investments to launch your activity. Different sources of 
external funding should be considered: their availability and relevance vary from country to country, but some 
resources (such as the typology provided by Seeds for Change) might help you getting a comprehensive over-
view of potential financing mechanisms. Also, the cooperative national contact points may be able to provide 
you with relevant technical information fitting your project.

Have in mind that those can be complementary, and creating a finance package – mixture of different times 
and kinds of finance – may be a cheaper and more convenient option. Also, would you consider lending, you 
should try to precisely assess what you need: borrowing more than you need would make you pay interest and 
repay money that you did not actually use. Obviously, this should be assessed on the basis of your financial 
plan, which integrates all the loan repayments and interest payments.

5 SETTING UP THE STRUCTURE

It is now time to formalise internal governing rules and register your cooperative according to national laws. 
You may also think about the relation of your organisation to the cooperative movement: becoming a member 
of a cooperative federation may allow you to benefit from advisory support and inter-cooperation synergies, 
even beyond the start-up stage.

The governing documents are necessary at least for three reasons. • Agree on a set of clear aims and 
objects for the cooperative.   
The governing documents set up 
internal rules defining the way your 
organisation will be structured and 
take decisions: formalizing these as-
pects in a written form is the best 
way to reach a common understand-
ing of them.• Prevent potential future disagree-
ments and conflicts.   
Your governing documents need to 
be clear, and encompass all stages of 
the cooperative’s life, from its foun-
dation to its possible dissolution, in-
cluding potential alterations.

Key questions• Do you have questions which remain unanswered?• Do you need help or support in setting up a cooperative?• Which union or federation may help you find answers to the above questions?”
(Aliberti, et al., 2014)

19HINTS & TIPS
The easiest way to draw up a constitution is to use 
a model provided by [a partner organisation (cf. 
contact list)]. The different legal forms allow you 
varying amount of flexibility in terms of how many 
changes you can make to this model. However, it 
is worth choosing or adapting your constitution so 
that it says what you want: it should set down a lot 
of principles make you a cooperative and the practi-
calities which make it workable. […] Also, it’s a good 
idea to add a catch-all aim on the end in case you 
want to do anything that doesn’t quite fit into your 
other stated aims.”

(Footprint Workers’ Co-operative Ltd & Seeds for Change  
Lancaster Co-operative Ltd, 2012)



• These governing documents are required to register your cooperative, apply for grants and legally run 
your business.

The constitution formalizes the basic rules of your cooperative, giving details of why the organisation was cre-
ated, what are its main principles and objectives, what it is there to do (which services it aims at delivering), 
and how it is organised. Although it can be modified by the membership, the constitution is the basis on which 
the whole structure is to be organised in the long term: modification processes should thus ensure to keep 
stability and encourage consensus – over conflict – in the approbation process.

Some models of constitutions are available in complementary documents available in this toolkit. Be aware 
that this is only a model, and should be adapted to your needs, but also to legislative requirements.

Fostering Intergenerational Solidarity

Key questions• What needs to be done to run the business?• Which responsibilities and tasks need to be fulfilled? How will you decide who does what?• Which legal forms for cooperatives exist in your country?• Where do you need to register your cooperative?• Which legal form suits your idea for a cooperative best? • Do you want to become a member of a federation?”

(Aliberti, et al., 2014)
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DRAFTING A COOPERATIVE CONSTITUTION
A typical governing document will clearly answer these 11 questions:• What is the  name of the cooperative?• What is the aim of the cooperative? (also know as the “Objectives”)• Who and how can one join or leave the cooperative? (“Membership”)• How and when are general meetings organised?• How many members have to be present at a meeting in order for deci-

sions to be legitimate? (also known as “quorate”)• Who is allowed to vote?• How will the committees be elected?• Who are the committee members?• What happens to any profit made by the business? (also known as “ap-
plication of surplus”)• How can the governing document be modified?• How can the cooperative be dissolved and what happens afterwards?

In addition to the constitution, the cooperative may use other governing documents, for 
example: A member agreement, which sets out the relationship between the member 
and the cooperative. A volunteer agreement, which precises the relationship between the 
cooperative and anyone undertaking voluntary work.

(Sustain, 2015 )



Membership

Since you already have gathered a team (step 1) of motivated people with whom you have collectively created 
the cooperative project, you may already have quite a clear idea of who the cooperative members will be – at 
least during the foundation process. However, the question about future joining members might still be unan-
swered.

Your membership rules should be consistent with the first cooperative principle: “open and voluntary mem-
bership”. This does not mean that you have to allow anyone to join your cooperative, but that the conditions 
to become a member should be objective and non-discriminatory.

Membership is to be thought wisely and strategically. Is your cooperative aimed at integrating a massive num-
ber of members, or on the contrary keeping a low number of active members? Will the services be provided 
only to members, or also available to non-members? If you opted for a multistakeholder organisation – and 
depending on the local legislation, should the joining procedure and conditions be equivalent for all kinds of 
members?

Membership systems are closely related to the governance model you would like to create: do not hesitate to 
innovate and make your own! The good practices in this guide might give you some inspiration.

Governance

The objectives and principles of your co-
operative are the basis on which should be 
defined the way the organisation will be 
run and who will be responsible to man-
age it, i.e. its governance. “Governance is 
defined formally as the systems and pro-
cesses concerned with ensuring the overall 
direction, supervision and accountability of 
an organisation” (Sustain, 2015).

The governance will ensure an appropriate daily organisation of your cooperative. It is important to find mech-
anisms allowing both accountability and transparency, so as to minimise the risks to the members while en-
suring inclusiveness.

A standard cooperative governance scheme would be the following:• A General Assembly (GA), gathering all the cooperative members, who have the fundamental democratic 

Key questions• The governance structure needs to be thought carefully, pursuing a fair balance between efficiency 
and inclusiveness.• Who shall be involved in the cooperative’s decision-making process? How many people shall be in-
volved?• Who will decide what? Who will make decisions?• Which kind of cooperative business do you want to set up? • What role will elderly people and relatives play in the cooperative?

(Aliberti, et al., 2014)

HINTS & TIPS
In a small [cooperative] a separate committee 
may not be necessary as decisions can be taken 
by the whole group. However, as an organisation 
grows, meetings of the whole membership may 
become harder to co-ordinate and the meetings 
themselves become unwieldy.

(Sustain, 2015)22
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power. Meeting at least once every year, its decisions are taken democratically according to a “one mem-
ber = one voice” principle. It elects its representatives, approves the statutes of the cooperative, its inter-
nal rules, the annual financial and moral reports, the budget, and, last but not least, takes the strategic 
decisions.• A Board, elected by the GA, is the body in charge of implementing the GA’s strategic decisions. It meets on 
a regular basis and reports its actions before the GA. When a secretariat exists, it appoints the Director and 
ensures to maintain the link between the governance and management bodies;• Bigger organisations may have a Surveillance committee, elected by the GA, in charge of controlling the 
Board’s decisions and actions.

Additional resources will provide you with some useful schemes and interesting models.

6 LAUNCH THE BUSINESS

EQUIP YOUR COOPERATIVE

Now that your cooperative is created and about to begin providing services, the following tools will complete 
your equipment and make you fully ready for this new adventure.

1. Open a bank account in the cooperative’s name. Consider the cooperative banks: they may offer you rele-
vant services and interesting discounts

2. If you are expecting to quickly reach a substantial turnover, it may be wise – or even mandatory – to ap-
point an auditor or independent examiner. Check the requirements for your cooperative with your national 
contact point.

3. When you plan to recruit a secretariat, consider if you need to appoint one – or several – director.

4. Create your cooperative stationary (business cards, official letterhead, buffer, …).

5. Familiarise yourself with your internal administrative and governance processes. You may already set up 
your statutory registers.

6. Consider insuring your cooperative. As for banking, cooperative organisations may offer you interesting 
products.

7. Build your communication strategy, think of your organisation’s web presence and domain names. You can 
also show your cooperative identity with a .coop domain name (http://identity.coop).

8. Map out your governance year, including the end of your financial year and the next General Assembly 
meetings.

ANTICIPATING AND PREVENTING PROBLEMS

Collective organisation is not a long and winding road. Building a cooperative is definitely a stimulating and 
rewarding experience, but it also goes with its downs and troubles. The complementary material “Anticipating 
and preventing problems” present a certain number of recurring issues met by cooperatives, and tips to antic-
ipate or handle them.



Now, just get started! Good luck! 
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Complementary Resources
Numerous resources are avalaible to help you setting up your care cooperative. We listed some of them be-
low, however you may be able to find many more – whether online or by among business support structures.

Be aware that the resources mentioned may apply to a specific country. Although some general information 
could be useful in most situation, technical aspects may substantially differ from country to country. For any 
question in this respect, just get in touch with your national support organisation!

List of national support contacts

In almost all European countries, cooperative unions and federations provide cooperative entrepreneurs with 
advice and support for the development of their business structure. Get in touch with the one in your area!

Language: EnglishAuthor: Cooperatives Europe
Link: http://soldemo.icarecoops.eu

CoopStarter website

A website animated by the European network of CoopMentors, i.e. national organisations providing advice and 
support to cooperative entrepreneurs. Useful resources applicable to all European countries will be regularly 
added and updated.

Language: EnglishAuthor: CoopStarter project
Link: http://starter.coop

WHY COOPERATING? 

Best practices report on cooperatives

The report explores care cooperatives representing different countries and models, to gain a sound under-
standing of their practices and needs.

Language: EnglishAuthor: iCareCoops project
Link: http://project.icarecoops.eu

Cos’è una cooperativa e come si costituisce?

An introduction to the concepts of cooperative business. The guidebook also provides tips to help cooperative 
entrepreneurs making their idea becoming real.

Language: ItalianAuthor: Legacoop Bologna and Legacoop Imola
Link: http://legacoop.bologna.it

Participation. How multistakeholder cooperatives foster quality services

This short video explores the social benefits generated by multistakeholder cooperatives.

Language: EnglishAuthor: CICOPA and IHCO
Link: https://www.youtube.com28

http://coopseurope.coop/
http://soldemo.icarecoops.eu/documents/iCareCoops-List-of-national-support-contacts.pdf
http://starter.coop/
http://project.icarecoops.eu/
http://project.icarecoops.eu/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/D2.2-Best-Practice-Report-Cooperatives-iCareCoops-2.0.pdf
http://legacoop.bologna.it/
http://imola.legacoop.it/web/index.php
http://legacoop.bologna.it/assets/uploads/2015/11/manuale_nuovecooperative1.pdf
http://www.cicopa.coop/
https://ihco.coop/
https://www.youtube.com/embed/qDwKBd-Avvs?rel=0
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STEP 1. IDENTIFYING NEEDS 

Assessing Community Needs and Resources

Handy information about how to assess community needs and resources, get issues on the public agenda, and 
choose relevant strategies.

Language: English, SpanishAuthor: Community Tool Box
Link: http://ctb.ku.edu

Assessing Community Needs and Resources: Toolkit

This toolkit provides guidance for conducting assessments of community needs and resources.

Language: English, SpanishAuthor: Community Tool Box
Link: http://ctb.ku.edu

Community Health Needs Assessment: An introductory guide for the family health nurse in Europe

A document helping you to undertake health needs assessment, in order to identify priority needs, target re-
sources to address inequalities and involve local people. Be aware that this guideline was designed for nurses: 
other care sectors may not be covered here.

Language: English, Dutch, FrenchAuthor: World Health Organization
Link: http://www.euro.who.int

Community needs assessment and data-supported decision making: Keys to building responsive and effec-
tive health centers

This guide is designed to help you gather and analyze information that will allow you to understand the health 
problems, access issues, and barriers experienced by your community and potential patients, so that you can 
use that information to develop and implement patient programs.

Language: EnglishAuthor: National Association of Community Health Centers
Link: http://www.lpca.net

STEP 1

Identifying needs: 
what are your 

aims?

STEP 2

Getting your 
cooperative 
together

STEP 3

Planning the 
business

STEP 4

Mobilise partner 
and support 
organisations

STEP 5

Setting up the 
structure

STEP 6

Launch the 
business

6 STEPS 

FOR SETTING UP 

AN ELDERLY CARE 

COOPERATIVE

http://www.ctb.ku.edu/
http://ctb.ku.edu/en/table-of-contents/assessment/assessing-community-needs-and-resources
http://www.ctb.ku.edu/
http://ctb.ku.edu/en/assessing-community-needs-and-resources
http://www.euro.who.int/en/home
http://www.euro.who.int/en/health-topics/Health-systems/nursing-and-midwifery/publications/2001/community-health-needs-assessment-an-introductory-guide-for-the-family-health-nurse-in-europe
http://www.nachc.com/
http://www.lpca.net/main/uploads/Image/CommunityNeedsAssessmentNACHC2012.pdf
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STEP 2. GETTING YOUR COOPERATIVE TOGETHER 

Citizens’ initiatives in healthcare and well-being for dummies

All around the Netherlands, citizens are organising services concerning healthcare and well-being. Do you want 
to get started too? Be inspired and informed about the ‘We-do-it-ourselves!’ movement by citizens in health-
care and well-being.

Language: EnglishAuthor: Vilans
Link: http://soldemo.icarecoops.eu

Community skills development

Set of concise and practical brochures demonstrating how community skills development can support and 
enhance the experience of people in different roles in their localities, whether they are people who are being 
supported by local activities or people engaged in providing or planning those activities.

Language: EnglishAuthor: Skills for Care
Link: http:// www.skillsforcare.org.uk

Community tool box

An overview of the important components of an effective volunteer program from start to finish. The section 
also goes into detail on some of the more complicated aspects of planning for volunteers.

Language: EnglishAuthor: Community Tool Box
Link: http://ctb.ku.edu

http://www.vilans.nl/
http://soldemo.icarecoops.eu/documents/Vilans-(Netherlands)-Guide-Set-Up-Care-Community.pdf
http://www.skillsforcare.org.uk/
http:// www.skillsforcare.org.uk/Learning-development/Community-skills-development/Community-skills-development.aspx
http://www.ctb.ku.edu/
http://ctb.ku.edu/en/table-of-contents/structure/volunteers/involving/main
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CoopStartUp
A comprehensive toolkit, including handy guideline, to set up cooperative start-ups.
Language: English, ItalianAuthor: CoopFond
Link: http://www.coopstartup.it/en

Sharing time and talents: training guide
Handy summary of resources provided by Skills for Care to create and mobilize a care-friendly community.
Language: EnglishAuthor: Skills for Care
Link: http://www.skillsforcare.org.uk

Quality care training package

This toolkit is aimed at everyone. It will be of particular interest to those who are linked to or engaged with 
providing services to older people and are committed to improving the quality of life for older people in need 
of care and assistance.

Language: English, Dutch,  German, French, Greek, PolishAuthor: WeDO2 project
Link: http://wedo.tttp.eu

STEP 5. SETTING UP THE STRUCTURE

5 tips for founders and aspiring ones

5 important tips for the successful establishment of a cooperative in in the domain of care and support for 
older adults.

Language: EnglishAuthor: Vilans
Link: https://www.carecooperatives.eu

Citizens’ initiatives in healthcare and well-being for dummies

All around the Netherlands, citizens are organising services concerning healthcare and well-being. Do you want 
to get started too? Be inspired and informed about the ‘We-do-it-ourselves!’ movement by citizens in health-
care and well-being.

Language: EnglishAuthor: Vilans
Link: http://soldemo.icarecoops.eu

Citizens’ initiatives in healthcare and well-being for dummies

All around the Netherlands, citizens are organising services concerning healthcare and well-being. Do you want 
to get started too? Be inspired and informed about the ‘We-do-it-ourselves!’ movement by citizens in health-
care and well-being.

Language: EnglishAuthor: iCareCoops project
Link: http://www.carecooperatives.eu

http://www.coopfond.it/
http://www.coopstartup.it/en/ 
http://www.skillsforcare.org.uk/
http://www.skillsforcare.org.uk/Document-library/NMDS-SC,-workforce-intelligence-and-innovation/community-skills/volunteering/Volunteering-induction-trainers-guide.pdf
http://www.wedo-partnership.eu/
http://wedo.tttp.eu/quality-care-training-package
http://www.vilans.nl/
https://www.carecooperatives.eu/blog/knowledge-and-advice/5-tips-for-founders-and-aspiring-ones/
http://www.vilans.nl/
http://soldemo.icarecoops.eu/documents/Vilans-(Netherlands)-Guide-Set-Up-Care-Community.pdf
http://project.icarecoops.eu/
http://www.carecooperatives.eu/blog/knowledge-and-advice/5-tips-for-founders-and-aspiring-ones/
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How to set up a workers’ co-op

In this book you will find lots of information you need to set up your workers’ co-op. Its chapter 7 (p. 49) es-
pecially provides a typology of financial sources: although some references may be specific to the UK, it may 
help the cooperative entrepreneur to get an overview of existing financial instruments to be considered when 
raising funds.

Language: EnglishAuthor: Seeds for Change
Link: http://www.seedsforchange.org.uk

Créer une coopérative (France)
An introduction to the different legal forms of cooperative businesses existing in France.
Language: FrenchAuthor: Coop FR
Link: http://www.entreprises.coop

Wegweiser zur Gründung und Gestaltung von „Seniorengenossenschaften“ (Germany)
A guideline to set up seniors’ cooperatives in the Bayern region, Germany.
Language: GermanAuthor: Bayerisches Staatsministerium für Arbeit und Soziales, Familie und Intergration
Link: http://www.stmas.bayern.de

ICOS official website (Ireland)
Resources including documents (checklist and business template) to set up a cooperative business.
Language: EnglishAuthor: ICOS
Link: http://www.icos.ie/starting-a-co-op

Cooperatives: A different way of doing business!

http://www.seedsforchange.org.uk/
http://www.seedsforchange.org.uk/workersco-ops.pdf
http://www.entreprises.coop/
http://www.entreprises.coop/decouvrir-les-cooperatives/pourquoi-une-coop/creer-une-cooperative.html#statut
http://www.stmas.bayern.de/index.php
http://www.stmas.bayern.de/imperia/md/content/stmas/stmas_internet/senioren/wegweiser_seniorengenossenschaften.pdf
http://www.icos.ie/
http://www.icos.ie/starting-a-co-op/
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Statuto tipo Cooperative Lavoro (Italy)
Model governing documents for Italian worker cooperatives.
Language: Italian Author: Legacoop Servizi Toscana
Link: http://legacoopservizitoscana.it

eVEM Slovenian National Portal for companies and entrepreneurs (Slovenia)

A common portal at the country level providing basic information for (cooperative) enterpreneuers as a start-
ing point.

Language: Slovenian Author: eVEM
Link: http://evem.gov.si

Zadružna zveza Slovenije official website (Slovenia)
Resources and guidelines to set up your cooperative in Slovenia.
Language: Slovenian Author: Zadružna zveza Slovenije
Link: http://www.zadruzna-zveza.si

Guía para la creación de cooperativas de trabajo (Spain)
A guide with practical information for setting up a worker cooperative.
Language: Spanish Author: COCETA
Link: http://www.coceta.coop

Guía práctica para constituir una cooperativa (Spain)
A guide with practical information for setting up a cooperative.
Language: Spanish  Author: elkar-lan
Link: http://www.elkarlan.coop

Wohnbaugenossenschaft Schweiz (Switzerland)
Practical information to set up a housing cooperative in Switzerland.
Language: German  Author: Wohnbaugenossenschaft Schweiz
Link: http://www.wohnbaugenossenschaft-gruenden.ch

Model governing documents (United Kingdom)
Some model governing documents for each legal form of cooperatives in the United Kingdom.
Language: English  Author: Co-operatives UK
Link: http://www.uk.coop 33

http://legacoopservizitoscana.it/
http://legacoopservizitoscana.it/wp-content/uploads/StatutoLavoro-Spa-Con-quote.doc
http://evem.gov.si/evem/drzavljani/zacetna.evem
http://evem.gov.si/info/zacenjam/zelim-ustanoviti-podjetje/poslovne-oblike-podjetij/zadruga/
http://www.zadruzna-zveza.si/
http://www.zadruzna-zveza.si/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=10&Itemid=10
http://www.coceta.coop/
http://www.coceta.coop/publicaciones/emprendecoop-guia-creacion-cooperativas.pdf
http://www.elkarlan.coop/
http://www.elkarlan.coop/files/manuales/guia_cooperativas2013.pdf
https://www.wbg-schweiz.ch/
http://www.wohnbaugenossenschaft-gruenden.ch
http://www.uk.coop/
http://www.uk.coop/resources/model-governing-documents
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The Hive (United Kingdom) 

A business support programme for people wanting to start or grow co-operative or community enterprises. 
Find out how our mix of online resources, training and advice can help you build a better co-operative business.

Language: English  Author: Co-operatives UK
Link: http://www.uk.coop/the-hive/

STEP 6. LAUNCH THE BUSINESS

Culture for care: your toolkit 

A toolkit to promote and implement a positive workplace culture into your cooperative, are central component 
of your organisation’s success.

Language: English  Author: Skills for Care
Link: http://www.skillsforcare.org.uk

Planning

A convenient set of tools, including action plan template, to plan your team activities, distribute tasks and 
responsibilities and organise a follow-up. Designed for food coops, but applicable to any cooperative project.

Language: English  Author: Sustain
Link: https://www.sustainweb.org

The principles of workforce integration 

An introduction to workforce integration, and its potentials to improve the quality of care and support by keep-
ing the individual as the driving force behind care and support.

Language: English  Author: Skills for Care
Link: http://www.skillsforcare.org.uk

Volunteering in care homes 

A collection of case studies and resources for recruiting and managing volunteers in the care home sector.

Language: English  Author: NCVO Knowhow Nonprofit
Link: https://knowhownonprofit.org

http://www.uk.coop/
http://www.uk.coop/the-hive/
http://www.skillsforcare.org.uk/
http://www.skillsforcare.org.uk/Leadership-management/Positive-workplace-culture/Culture-toolkit/Culture-toolkit.aspx
https://www.sustainweb.org/
https://www.sustainweb.org/foodcoopstoolkit/planning/
http://www.skillsforcare.org.uk/
http://www.skillsforcare.org.uk/Document-library/NMDS-SC,-workforce-intelligence-and-innovation/Workforce-integration/principles-of-workforce-integration.pdf
https://knowhownonprofit.org/
https://knowhownonprofit.org/people/volunteers-and-your-organisation/volunteering-in-care-homes
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